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ASA’s 2023 FAR/AIM Update
Changes to the Federal Aviation Regulations occur via the Federal Register, which is 
published daily. The Aeronautical Information Manual is updated every 180 days, and 
Advisory Circulars are revised as the FAA deems necessary. ASA tracks all relevant 
changes to keep you current and informed: the ASA FAR/AIM Series is published 
annually, and all Updates are available at asa2fly.com/farupdate and through a free 
email subscription service that notifies you of changes affecting the information printed 
in your books.

ASA’s 2023 FAR/AIM book is current through August 2, 2022. With this Update,  
information is current through January 3, 2023.

The AIM changes (Change 3 effective November 3, 2022) begin on page 8.

TITLE 14: AERONAUTICS AND SPACE

PART 61
CERTIFICATION: PILOTS, FLIGHT INSTRUCTORS, 

AND GROUND INSTRUCTORS

Change Date: November 22, 2022
Effective Date: December 22, 2022
Source: Amdt. 61–152, 87 FR 71236

The authority citation for Part 61 is revised to read as follows:

Authority: 49 U.S.C. 106(f), 106(g), 40113, 44701–44703, 44707, 44709–
44711, 44729, 44903, 45102–45103, 45301–45302.

Amend §61.3 by revising paragraphs (c)(2)(xiii) and (c)(2)(xiv), 
and adding paragraph (c)(2)(xv) to read as follows:

§61.3 Requirement for certificates, ratings, and 
authorizations.

* * * * *
 (c) * * *
 (2) * * *
 (xiii) Is exercising the privileges of a student, recreational or 
private pilot certificate for operations conducted under the condi-
tions and limitations set forth in §61.113(i) and holds a U.S. driver’s 
license;
 (xiv) Is exercising the privileges of a flight instructor certificate 
and acting as pilot in command or a required flightcrew member 
for operations conducted under the conditions and limitations set 
forth in §61.113(i) and holds a U.S. driver’s license; or
 (xv) Is exercising the privileges of a student pilot certificate or 
higher while acting as pilot in command on a special medical flight 
test authorized under part 67 of this chapter.
* * * * *

Change Date: November 22, 2022
Effective Date: May 22, 2023
Source: Amdt. 61–152, 87 FR 71236

Effective May 22, 2023, amend §61.3 by revising paragraph 
(c)(2)(vi) to read as follows:

§61.3 Requirement for certificates, ratings, and 
authorizations.

* * * * *
 (c) * * *
 (2) * * *
 (vi) Is holding a pilot certificate with a balloon class rating and 
that person—
 (A) Is exercising the privileges of a private pilot certificate in a 
balloon; or
 (B) Is providing flight training in a balloon in accordance with 
§61.133(a)(2)(ii);
* * * * *

Change Date: November 22, 2022
Effective Date: December 22, 2022
Source: Amdt. 61–152, 87 FR 71236

Amend §61.23 by:
a. Revising paragraphs (b)(8) and (b)(9)(ii);
b. Adding paragraph (b)(10); and
c. Revising paragraphs (c)(3)(i)(C), (c)(3)(i)(D), and (c)(3)(i)(E).

The revisions and additions read as follows:

§61.23 Medical certificates: Requirement and duration.
* * * * *
 (b) * * *
 (8) When taking a practical test or a proficiency check for a cer-
tificate, rating, authorization or operating privilege conducted in a 
glider, balloon, flight simulator, or flight training device;
 (9) * * *
 (ii) The flight conducted is a domestic flight operation within U.S. 
airspace; or
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 (10) When exercising the privileges of a student pilot certificate 
or higher while acting as pilot in command on a special medical 
flight test authorized under part 67 of this chapter.
 (c) * * *
 (3) * * *
 (i) * * *
 (C) Complete the medical education course set forth in §68.3 
of this chapter during the 24 calendar months before acting as pi-
lot in command or serving as a required flightcrew member in an 
operation conducted under §61.113(i) and retain a certification of 
course completion in accordance with §68.3(b)(1) of this chapter;
 (D) Receive a comprehensive medical examination from a State-
licensed physician during the 48 months before acting as pilot in 
command or serving as a required flightcrew member of an opera-
tion conducted under §61.113(i) and that medical examination is 
conducted in accordance with the requirements in part 68 of this 
chapter; and
 (E) If the individual has been diagnosed with any medical con-
dition that may impact the ability of the individual to fly, be under 
the care and treatment of a State-licensed physician when acting 
as pilot in command or serving as a required flightcrew member 
of an operation conducted under §61.113(i).
* * * * *

Change Date: November 22, 2022
Effective Date: May 22, 2023
Source: Amdt. 61–152, 87 FR 71237

Effective May 22, 2023, amend §61.23 by:
a. Revising paragraphs (a)(2)(i) and (a)(2)(ii);
b. Adding paragraph (a)(2)(iii);
c. Revising paragraph (b)(3);
d. Redesignating paragraphs (b)(4) through (b)(10) as para-

graphs (b)(6) through (b)(12); and
e. Adding new paragraphs (b)(4) and (b)(5);
f. Revising paragraphs (d)(1)(iii) and (d)(2)(i).

The revisions and additions read as follows:

§61.23 Medical certificates: Requirement and duration.
 (a) * * *
 (2) * * *
 (i) Second-in-command privileges of an airline transport pilot 
certificate in part 121 of this chapter (other than operations speci-
fied in paragraph (a)(1)(ii) of this section);
 (ii) Privileges of a commercial pilot certificate in an aircraft other 
than a balloon or glider; or
 (iii) Except as provided in paragraph (b)(5) of this section, privi-
leges of a commercial pilot certificate with a balloon class rating 
for compensation or hire; or
 (b) * * *
 (3) When exercising the privileges of a pilot certificate with a 
glider category rating in a glider;
 (4) When exercising the privileges of a private pilot certificate 
with a balloon class rating in a balloon;
 (5) When exercising the privileges of a commercial pilot certifi-
cate with a balloon class rating in a balloon if the person is provid-
ing flight training in accordance with §61.133(a)(2)(ii);
* * * * *
 (d) * * *

Medical Certificates: Requirement and Duration

If you hold
And on the date of 
examination for your 
most recent medical 
certificate you were

And you are conducting an operation requiring
Then your medical certificate 
expires, for that operation, at 
the end of the last day of the

(1) A first-class medical 
certificate

(i) Under age 40 an airline transport pilot certificate for pilot-in-command 
privileges, or for second-in-command privileges in a flag or 
supplemental operation in part 121 requiring three or more 
pilots

12th month after the month of the 
date of examination shown on the 
medical certificate.

(ii) Age 40 or older an airline transport pilot certificate for pilot-in-command 
privileges, for second-in-command privileges in a flag or 
supplemental operation in part 121 requiring three or more 
pilots, or for a pilot flightcrew member in part 121 operations 
who has reached his or her 60th birthday.

6th month after the month of the 
date of examination shown on the 
medical certificate.

(iii) Any age a commercial pilot certificate (other than a commercial pilot 
certificate with a balloon rating when conducting flight training), 
a flight engineer certificate, or an air traffic control tower 
operator certificate.

12th month after the month of the 
date of examination shown on the 
medical certificate.

(iv) Under age 40 a recreational pilot certificate, a private pilot certificate, a flight 
instructor certificate (when acting as pilot in command or a 
required pilot flight crewmember in operations other than glider 
or balloon), a student pilot certificate, or a sport pilot certificate 
(when not using a U.S. driver’s license as medical qualification)

60th month after the month of the 
date of examination shown on the 
medical certificate

(v) Age 40 or older a recreational pilot certificate, a private pilot certificate, a flight 
instructor certificate (when acting as pilot in command or a 
required pilot flight crewmember in operations other than glider 
or balloon), a student pilot certificate, or a sport pilot certificate 
(when not using a U.S. driver’s license as medical qualification)

24th month after the month of the 
date of examination shown on the 
medical certificate

(continued...)
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Medical Certificates: Requirement and Duration

If you hold
And on the date of 
examination for your 
most recent medical 
certificate you were

And you are conducting an operation requiring
Then your medical certificate 
expires, for that operation, at 
the end of the last day of the

(2) A second-class 
medical certificate

(i) Any age an airline transport pilot certificate for second-in-command 
privileges (other than the operations specified in paragraph 
(d)(1) of this section), a commercial pilot certificate (other 
than a commercial pilot certificate with a balloon rating when 
conducting flight training), a flight engineer certificate, or an air 
traffic control tower operator certificate.

12th month after the month of the 
date of examination shown on the 
medical certificate.

(ii) Under age 40 a recreational pilot certificate, a private pilot certificate, a flight 
instructor certificate (when acting as pilot in command or a 
required pilot flight crewmember in operations other than glider 
or balloon), a student pilot certificate, or a sport pilot certificate 
(when not using a U.S. driver’s license as medical qualification)

60th month after the month of the 
date of examination shown on the 
medical certificate

(iii) Age 40 or older a recreational pilot certificate, a private pilot certificate, a flight 
instructor certificate (when acting as pilot in command or a 
required pilot flight crewmember in operations other than glider 
or balloon), a student pilot certificate, or a sport pilot certificate 
(when not using a U.S. driver’s license as medical qualification)

24th month after the month of the 
date of examination shown on the 
medical certificate

(3) A third-class 
medical certificate

(i) Under age 40 a recreational pilot certificate, a private pilot certificate, a flight 
instructor certificate (when acting as pilot in command or a 
required pilot flight crewmember in operations other than glider 
or balloon), a student pilot certificate, or a sport pilot certificate 
(when not using a U.S. driver’s license as medical qualification)

60th month after the month of the 
date of examination shown on the 
medical certificate

(ii) Age 40 or older a recreational pilot certificate, a private pilot certificate, a flight 
instructor certificate (when acting as pilot in command or a 
required pilot flight crewmember in operations other than glider 
or balloon), a student pilot certificate, or a sport pilot certificate 
(when not using a U.S. driver’s license as medical qualification)

24th month after the month of the 
date of examination shown on the 
medical certificate

Change Date: December 9, 2022
Effective Date: December 9, 2022
Source: Amdt. 61–151, 87 FR 75845

Amend §61.58 by removing paragraphs (j) and (k).

Change Date: November 22, 2022
Effective Date: December 22, 2022
Source: Amdt. 61–152, 87 FR 71237

Amend §61.113 by revising the introductory text of paragraph (i) 
to read as follows:

§61.113 Private pilot privileges and limitations: Pilot in 
command.

* * * * *
 (i) A private pilot may act as pilot in command or serve as a 
required flightcrew member of an aircraft without holding a medi-
cal certificate issued under part 67 of this chapter provided the 
pilot holds a valid U.S. driver’s license, meets the requirements of 
§61.23(c)(3), and complies with this section and all of the following 
conditions and limitations:
* * * * *

Change Date: September 21, 2022
Effective Date: October 21, 2022
Source: Amdt. 61–150, 87 FR 57590

Amend §61.159 by revising paragraph (a)(5) to read as follows:

§61.159 Aeronautical experience: Airplane category rating.
 (a) * * *
 (5) 250 hours of flight time in an airplane as a pilot in command, 
or as second in command performing the duties of pilot in com-
mand while under the supervision of a pilot in command, or any 
combination thereof, subject to the following:
 (i) The flight time requirement must include at least—
 (A) 100 hours of cross-country flight time; and
 (B) 25 hours of night flight time.
 (ii) Except for a person who has been removed from flying status 
for lack of proficiency or because of a disciplinary action involv-
ing aircraft operations, a U.S. military pilot or former U.S. military 
pilot who meets the requirements of §61.73(b)(1), or a military pilot 
in the Armed Forces of a foreign contracting State to the Conven-
tion on International Civil Aviation who meets the requirements of 
§61.73(c)(1), may credit flight time in a powered-lift aircraft oper-
ated in horizontal flight toward the flight time requirement.
* * * * *

Change Date: December 9, 2022
Effective Date: December 9, 2022
Source: Amdt. 61–151, 87 FR 75845

Amend §61.313 in paragraph (h)(1) by removing the word “light” 
and adding in its place the word “flight”.
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PART 67
MEDICAL STANDARDS AND CERTIFICATION

Change Date: December 9, 2022
Effective Date: December 9, 2022
Source: Amdt. 67–22, 87 FR 75845

Amend §67.4 in paragraph (b) by removing the numbers “26200” 
and adding in their place the numbers “25082”. The amended 
text reads as follows:

§67.4 Application.
* * * * *
 (b) Be examined by an aviation medical examiner designated 
in accordance with part 183 of this chapter. An applicant may ob-
tain a list of aviation medical examiners from the FAA Office of 
Aerospace Medicine homepage on the FAA Web site, from any 
FAA Regional Flight Surgeon, or by contacting the Manager of 
the Aerospace Medical Education Division, P.O. Box 25082, Okla-
homa City, Oklahoma 73125.
* * * * *

Amend §67.409 in paragraph (a) by removing the phrase “and 
in duplicate” and by removing the numbers “26080” and adding 
in their place the numbers “25082”. The amended text reads as 
follows:

§67.409 Denial of medical certificate.
 (a) Any person who is denied a medical certificate by an aviation 
medical examiner may, within 30 days after the date of the denial, 
apply in writing to the Federal Air Surgeon, Attention: Manager, 
Aeromedical Certification Division, AAM-300, Federal Aviation Ad-
ministration, P.O. Box 25082, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73126, 
for reconsideration of that denial. If the person does not ask for 
reconsideration during the 30-day period after the date of the de-
nial, he or she is considered to have withdrawn the application for 
a medical certificate.
* * * * *

PART 68
REQUIREMENTS FOR OPERATING CERTAIN SMALL 

AIRCRAFT WITHOUT A MEDICAL CERTIFICATE

Change Date: November 22, 2022
Effective Date: December 22, 2022
Source: Amdt. 68–2, 87 FR 71238

Amend §68.3 by revising the introductory text of paragraph (a) 
and the introductory text of paragraph (b) to read as follows:

§68.3 Medical education course requirements.
 (a) The medical education course required to act as pilot in com-
mand or serve as a required flightcrew member in an operation 
under §61.113(i) of this chapter must—
* * * * *
 (b) Upon successful completion of the medical education 
course, the following items must be electronically provided to the 
individual seeking to act as pilot in command or serve as a re-
quired flightcrew member under the conditions and limitations of 
§61.113(i) of this chapter and transmitted to the FAA—
* * * * *

Amend §68.9 by revising the introductory text of paragraph (a) 
to read as follows:

§68.9 Special Issuance process.
 (a) General. An individual who has met the qualifications to 
operate an aircraft under §61.113(i) of this chapter and is seek-
ing to act as a pilot in command or serve as a required flightcrew 
member under that section must have completed the process for 
obtaining an Authorization for Special Issuance of a Medical Cer-
tificate for each of the following:
* * * * *

PART 71
DESIGNATION OF CLASS A, B, C, D, AND E 

AIRSPACE AREAS; AIR TRAFFIC SERVICE ROUTES; 
AND REPORTING POINTS

Change Date: September 8, 2022
Effective Date: September 15, 2022, through 
 September 15, 2023
Source: Amdt. 71–54, 87 FR 54878

§71.1 is revised to read as follows:

§ 71.1 Applicability. 
 A listing for Class A, B, C, D, and E airspace areas; air traf-
fic service routes; and reporting points can be found in FAA Or-
der JO 7400.11G, Airspace Designations and Reporting Points, 
dated August 19, 2022. This incorporation by reference was ap-
proved by the Director of the Federal Register in accordance with 
5 U.S.C. 552 (a) and 1 CFR part 51. The approval to incorporate 
by reference FAA Order JO 7400.11G is effective September 15, 
2022, through September 15, 2023. During the incorporation by 
reference period, proposed changes to the listings of Class A, B, 
C, D, and E airspace areas; air traffic service routes; and report-
ing points will be published in full text as proposed rule docu-
ments in the Federal Register, unless there is good cause to 
forego notice and comment. Amendments to the listings of Class 
A, B, C, D, and E airspace areas; air traffic service routes; and 
reporting points will be published in full text as final rules in the 
Federal Register. Periodically, the final rule amendments will be 
integrated into a revised edition of FAA Order JO 7400.11 and 
submitted to the Director of the Federal Register for approval for 
incorporation by reference in this section. Copies of FAA Order 
JO 7400.11G may be obtained from Rules and Regulations Group, 
Federal Aviation Administration, 800 Independence Avenue SW, 
Washington, DC 20591, (202) 267-8783. An electronic version of 
FAA Order JO 7400.11G is available on the FAA website at www.
faa.gov/air_traffic/publications. Copies of FAA Order JO 7400.11G 
may be inspected in Docket No. FAA–2022–1022; Amendment No. 
71–54, on www.regulations.gov. A copy of FAA Order JO 7400.11G 
may be inspected at the National Archives and Records Admin-
istration (NARA). For information on the availability of FAA Or-
der JO 7400.11G at NARA, email: fr.inspection@nara.gov or go to 
www.archives.gov/federal-register/cfr/ibr-locations.html.

§§71.5; 71.15; 71.31; 71.33(c); 71.41; 71.51; 71.61; 71.71(b), (c), (d), 
(e), and (f); and 71.901(a) are amended by removing the words 
“FAA Order 7400.11F” and adding, in their place, the words “FAA 
Order JO 7400.11G.”

http://www.faa.gov/air_traffic/publications
http://www.faa.gov/air_traffic/publications
http://www.regulations.gov
mailto:fr.inspection%40nara.gov?subject=
http://www.archives.gov/federal-register/cfr/ibr-locations.html
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PART 73
SPECIAL USE AIRSPACE

Change Date: December 9, 2022
Effective Date: December 9, 2022
Source: Amdt. 73–1, 87 FR 75845

Amend §73.19 by revising paragraphs (a), (b) introductory text, 
and (c) to read as follows:

§73.19 Reports by using agency.
 (a) Each using agency must prepare a report on the use of each 
restricted area assigned thereto during any part of the preceding 
12-month period ended September 30, and transmit it by the fol-
lowing January 31 of each year to the Manager, Operations Sup-
port Group in the ATO Service Center office of the Federal Avia-
tion Administration having jurisdiction over the area in which the 
restricted area is located, with a copy to the Manager, Airspace 
Policy Group, Federal Aviation Administration, 800 Independence 
Avenue SW, Washington, DC 20591.
 (b) In the report under this section the using agency must:
* * * * *
 (c) If it is determined that the information submitted under para-
graph (b) of this section is not sufficient to evaluate the nature and 
extent of the use of a restricted area, the FAA may request the us-
ing agency to submit supplementary reports. Within 60 days after 
receiving a request for additional information, the using agency 
must submit such information as the FAA Service Center Opera-
tions Support Group Manager considers appropriate. Supplemen-
tary reports must be sent to the FAA officials designated in para-
graph (a) of this section.

PART 91
GENERAL OPERATING AND FLIGHT RULES

Change Date: December 9, 2022
Effective Date: December 9, 2022
Source: Amdt. 91–366, 87 FR 75846

Amend §91.9 in paragraph (c) by removing the phrase “part 45” 
and adding in its place the phrase “part 45 or 48”.

Amend §91.157 in paragraph (b)(4) introductory text by adding 
the word “less” after the phrase “6 degrees or” and by remov-
ing the word “more” before the phrase “below the horizon”. The 
amended text reads as follows:

§91.157 Special VFR weather minimums.
* * * * *
 (b) * * *
 (4) Except for helicopters, between sunrise and sunset (or in 
Alaska, when the sun is 6 degrees or less below the horizon) un-
less—
* * * * *

Amend §91.203 in paragraph (a)(1) by removing the phrase “part 
47” and adding in its place the phrase “part 47 or 48”.

Amend §91.511 in paragraph (a) introductory text by adding the 
words “operating under this subpart” after the word “person” in 
the first sentence. The amended text reads as follows:

§91.511 Communication equipment for overwater 
operations.

 (a) Except as provided in paragraphs (c), (d), and (f) of this sec-
tion, no person operating under this subpart may take off an air-
plane for a flight over water more than 30 minutes flying time or 
100 nautical miles from the nearest shore unless it has at least the 
following operable equipment:
* * * * *

Amend §91.609 in paragraph (g) by adding the words “49 CFR” 
before both instances of the words “part 830”.

Amend §91.1001 in paragraph (b)(9) by removing “(b)(1)(v)” and 
adding in its place “(b)(5)(vi)”.

Change Date: September 20, 2022
Effective Date: September 20, 2022
Source: Amdt. 91–353B, 87 FR 57390

Amend §91.1605 by revising paragraph (e) to read as follows:

§91.1605 Special Federal Aviation Regulation No. 77—
Prohibition Against Certain Flights in the Baghdad Flight 
Information Region (FIR) (ORBB).

* * * * *
 (e) Expiration. This SFAR will remain in effect until October 26, 
2024. The FAA may amend, rescind, or extend this SFAR, as nec-
essary.

Change Date: December 27, 2022
Effective Date: December 27, 2022
Source: Amdt. 91–339C, 87 FR 79245

Amend §91.1613 by revising paragraphs (c) and (e) to read as 
follows:

§91.1613 Special Federal Aviation Regulation No. 107—
Prohibition Against Certain Flights in the Territory and 
Airspace of Somalia.

* * * * *
 (c) Permitted operations. This section does not prohibit per-
sons described in paragraph (a) of this section from conducting 
flight operations in the territory and airspace of Somalia under the 
following circumstances:
 (1) Overflights of Somalia may be conducted at altitudes at or 
above FL260 subject to the approval of, and in accordance with 
the conditions established by, the appropriate authorities of Soma-
lia.
 (2) Aircraft departing from Djibouti Ambouli International Airport 
(International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) code: HDAM) may 
operate overwater in the territory and airspace of Somalia at alti-
tudes below FL260 only to the extent necessary to permit a climb 
during takeoff if the operator of that aircraft:
 (i) Receives any necessary approval from the appropriate au-
thorities of Djibouti;
 (ii) Conducts operations that comply with applicable conditions 
established by the appropriate authorities of Djibouti and air traffic 
control instructions; and
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 (iii) Is either on a published instrument procedure or under the 
direction of air traffic control.
 (3) Aircraft descending into Djibouti Ambouli International Airport 
(HDAM) may operate overwater at altitudes below FL260 in the 
territory and airspace of Somalia only to the extent necessary to 
permit descent for landing at Djibouti Ambouli International Airport 
(HDAM), if the operator of that aircraft:
 (i) Receives any necessary approval from the appropriate au-
thorities of Djibouti;
 (ii) Conducts operations that comply with applicable conditions 
established by the appropriate authorities of Djibouti and air traffic 
control instructions; and
 (iii) Is either on a published instrument procedure or under the 
direction of air traffic control.
 (4) Flight operations may be conducted in the territory and air-
space of Somalia at altitudes below FL260 if such flight operations 
are conducted under a contract, grant, or cooperative agreement 
with a department, agency, or instrumentality of the U.S. Govern-
ment (or under a subcontract between the prime contractor of the 
U.S. Government department, agency, or instrumentality and the 
person described in paragraph (a) of this section) with the approval 
of the FAA or under an exemption issued by the FAA. The FAA 
will consider requests for approval or exemption in a timely man-
ner, with the order of preference being: First, for those operations 
in support of U.S. Government-sponsored activities; second, for 
those operations in support of government-sponsored activities of 
a foreign country with the support of a U.S. Government depart-
ment, agency, or instrumentality; and third, for all other operations.
* * * * *
 (e) Expiration. This SFAR will remain in effect until January 7, 
2027. The FAA may amend, rescind, or extend this SFAR, as nec-
essary.
 Issued in Washington, DC, under the authority of 49 U.S.C. 
106(f) and (g), 40101(d)(1), 40105(b)(1)(A), and 44701(a)(5).

Change Date: September 20, 2022
Effective Date: September 20, 2022
Source: Amdt. 91–359A, 87 FR 57384

Amend §91.1617 by revising paragraph (e) to read as follows:

§91.1617 Special Federal Aviation Regulation No. 117—
Prohibition Against Certain Flights in the Tehran Flight 
Information Region (FIR) (OIIX).

* * * * *
 (e) Expiration. This SFAR will remain in effect until October 31, 
2024. The FAA may amend, rescind, or extend this SFAR, as nec-
essary.

PART 97
STANDARD INSTRUMENT PROCEDURES

Change Date: December 9, 2022
Effective Date: December 9, 2022
Source: Amdt. 97–1339, 87 FR 75846

Amend §97.20 in paragraph (b) by:
a. Removing the phrase “FAA’s Rules Docket (AGC–200) and 

at the National Flight Data Center, 800 Independence Ave-
nue SW., Washington, DC 20590” and adding in its place the 
phrase “U.S. Department of Transportation, Docket Opera-
tions, 1200 New Jersey Avenue SE, West Building Ground 
Floor, Room W12–140, Washington, DC 20590, and at Aero-
nautical Information Services, 1305 East-West Highway, Silver 
Spring, MD 20910”; and

b. Removing the phrase “call 202-741-6030” and adding in its 
place the words phrase “email: fedreg.legal@nara.gov”.

The amended text reads as follows:

§97.20 General.
* * * * *
 (b) Standard instrument approach procedures and associated 
supporting data adopted by the FAA are documented on FAA 
Forms 8260-3, 8260-4, 8260-5. Takeoff minimums and obsta-
cle departure procedures (ODPs) are documented on FAA Form 
8260-15A. These forms are incorporated by reference. The Direc-
tor of the Federal Register approved this incorporation by refer-
ence pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552(a) and 1 CFR part 51. The stan-
dard instrument approach procedures and takeoff minimums and 
obstacle departure procedures (ODPs) are available for examina-
tion at the U.S. Department of Transportation, Docket Operations, 
1200 New Jersey Avenue SE, West Building Ground Floor, Room 
W12–140, Washington, DC 20590, and at Aeronautical Information 
Services, 1305 East-West Highway, Silver Spring, MD 20910, or at 
the National Archives and Records Administration (NARA). For in-
formation on the availability of this material at NARA, email: fedreg.
legal@nara.gov, or go to http://www.archives.gov/federal_register/
code_of_federal_regulations/ibr_locations.html.
* * * * *

PART 107
SMALL UNMANNED AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS

Change Date: December 9, 2022
Effective Date: December 9, 2022
Source: Amdt. 107–10, 87 FR 75846

Revise the heading for §107.9 to read as follows:

§107.9 Safety event reporting.
* * * * *

mailto:fedreg.legal%40nara.gov?subject=
mailto:fedreg.legal%40nara.gov?subject=
http://www.archives.gov/federal_register/code_of_federal_regulations/ibr_locations.html
http://www.archives.gov/federal_register/code_of_federal_regulations/ibr_locations.html
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PART 141
PILOT SCHOOLS

Change Date: December 9, 2022
Effective Date: December 9, 2022
Source: Amdt. 141–24, 87 FR 75848

Amend appendix I to part 141 by revising paragraph 4.(a)(3)(ii) 
and adding paragraphs 4.(i)(2)(i) and (ii) to read as follows:

Appendix i to pArt 141
AdditionAl AircrAft cAtegory And/or clAss rAting course

* * * * *
 4. Flight Training
 (a) * * *
 (3) * * *
 (ii) Ten hours of training in a complex airplane, a turbine-pow-
ered airplane, or a technically advanced airplane that meets the 
requirements of §61.129(j), or any combination thereof. The air-
plane must be appropriate to land or sea for the rating sought;
* * * * *
 (i) * * *
 (2) * * *
 (i) Five training flights in a glider with a certificated flight instruc-
tor on the launch/ tow procedures approved for the course and on 
the appropriate approved areas of operation listed in appendix D 
of part 141, paragraph 4.(d)(6); and
 (ii) Three training flights in a glider with a certificated flight in-
structor in preparation for the practical test within 2 calendar 
months preceding the date of the test.
* * * * *

TITLE 49: TRANSPORTATION

PART 830
NOTIFICATION AND REPORTING OF AIRCRAFT 

ACCIDENTS OR INCIDENTS AND OVERDUE 
AIRCRAFT, AND PRESERVATION OF AIRCRAFT 

WRECKAGE, MAIL, CARGO, AND RECORDS

Change Date: July 14, 2022
Effective Date: August 15, 2022
Source: Doc. No. NTSB-2021-0004, 87 FR 42104

Amend §830.2 in paragraph (2) of the definition of “Unmanned 
aircraft accident” to read as follows:

§830.2 Definitions.
* * * * *
 Unmanned aircraft accident * * * 
 (2) The aircraft holds an airworthiness certificate and sustains 
substantial damage.
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Aeronautical Information Manual  
Explanation of Major Changes

Change 3 effective November 3, 2022 (to Basic Manual effective June 17, 2021)

General Information—Aeronautical Information Manual 
(AIM) Code of Federal Regulations and Advisory Circulars
This change removes the reference to the canceled Advisory Cir-
cular (AC) 00−2 in the Aeronautical Information Manual (AIM), 
General Information—Code of Federal Regulations and Advisory 
Circulars section. It also adds a note, with a link, that sends users 
where current AC information can be found.

1−1−9. Instrument Landing System (ILS)
This change amends the Aeronautical Information Manual 
(AIM), 1-1-9 Instrument Landing System (ILS), subparagraph k, 
ILS Course Distortion, correcting deficiencies in the paragraph 
and better aligning content with that published in FAA Order JO 
7110.65, paragraph 3-7-5. This change also adds controller ob-
servation and PIREPs to the sources contributing to the official 
weather observation.

1−1−17. Global Positioning System (GPS)
7−6−7. Mountain Flying
This change provides pilots guidance on the use of visual flight 
rules (VFR) waypoints for mountain pass entry points.

3−2−3. Class B Airspace
3−2−4. Class C Airspace
4−1−8. Approach Control Service for VFR Arriving Aircraft
4−1−18. Terminal Radar Services for VFR Aircraft
4−4−11. IFR Separation Standards
4−5−3. Surveillance Radar
5−4−11. Radar Approaches
This change will eliminate the reference to Center Radar Presen-
tation (CENRAP) in several paragraphs in the AIM.

3−5−2. Military Training Routes
This change to subparagraph 3-5-2e clarifies that Military Train-
ing Route (MTR) information from the Flight Information Publica-
tion (FLIP) is available through Flight Service. This change also 
adds a new subparagraph f that provides specific information for 
accessing MTR route information from the FAA. In addition, the 
former subparagraph f was re-lettered g and “while inflight” was 
added for clarification.

4−1−9. Traffic Advisory Practices at Airports Without 
Operating Control Towers

This change updates the AIM to incorporate the changes to the 
FAA Advisory Circular, AC90−66B, that address pilot recom-
mended self-announce broadcasts along with recommendations 
for pilots conducting straight-in landings to non-towered airports. 
This change also adds the reference to the AC 90−66, Non-Tow-
ered Airport Flight Operations.

4−1−18. Terminal Radar Services for VFR Aircraft
This change adds the word “participating” and “and other partici-
pating VFR” in subparagraph 4-1-18b6 to clarify that the guidance 
only applies to participating visual flight rules (VFR) aircraft.

4−1−20. Transponder and ADS-B Out Operation
4−4−15. Use of Visual Clearing Procedures
This change expands the language in AIM paragraphs 4-1-20 and 
4-4-15 to include the limitations inherent in visual scans for traffic 
and the benefits and best practices of using cockpit displays of 
traffic information to supplement visual scans to help overcome 
these limitations.

4−5−1. Radar
This change adds information to raise awareness regarding poten-
tial limitations on Air Traffic Control (ATC) radar for aircraft flying 
in the vicinity of wind turbine farms and expands the knowledge of 
pilots regarding the effects on aviation safety.

4−7−1. Introduction and General Policies
This change replaces “West Atlantic Route System” with “West 
Atlantic” in the title of the referenced Resource Guide for U.S. 
Operators.

5−4−5. Instrument Approach Procedure (IAP) Charts
5−4−9. Procedure Turn and Hold-in-Lieu of Procedure Turn
7−3−6. Examples for Calculating Altitude Corrections on 

CTAS
This change has updated the referenced instrument approach pro-
cedures (IAPs) due to the FAA Order 8260.19 update to remove 
the requirement to those references from the profile notes, and to 
add explanatory language that altitude restrictions at stepdown 
fixes in the final approach segment are not applicable to instru-
ment landing system (ILS), Localizer Performance with Vertical 
Guidance (LPV), or LNAV/Vertical Navigation (VNAV) approaches.

5−4−23. Visual Approach
5−5−11. Visual Approach
This change adds content to address go-around responsibilities 
after conducting a visual approach for aircraft either instructed to 
remain within the traffic pattern or proceed as otherwise directed 
by air traffic control (ATC). This change also addresses the differ-
ence in approach clearances for locations with or without an op-
erating control tower.

7−1−10. Weather Observing Programs
This change clarifies that wind direction is reported relative to mag-
netic north in the Automatic Terminal Information Service (ATIS) as 
well as the Automated Surface Observation System (ASOS) and 
the Automated Weather Observation System (AWOS) broadcasts.

APPENDIX 4. FAA Form 7233−4. International Flight Plan
This change removes existing instructions allowing alternate use 
of NAV/ to indicate Area Navigation (RNAV) capability to resolve 
incompatibility with required navigation performance (RNP) rout-
ing. Adds instructions for RNP Standard Instrument Departures 
(SIDs) and Standard Terminal Arrival Routes (STARs), which are 
being added to the NAS (for example, see the KSNA STAYY SID). 
Removes the legacy use of NAV/ for RNAV capability to avoid the 
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NAV/ information overriding RNP capability filed in PBN/. Because 
ICAO guidance is moving towards use of standardized, unambigu-
ous codes M1 and M2 for the two variations of RNP 2, the infor-
mation relating to Australia’s practice is removed from the table.

Editorial Changes
Editorial changes include defining PIREP consistently as Pilot 
Weather Report and fixing incorrect references in paragraph 5-6-6.

Entire Publication
Additional editorial/format changes were made where necessary. 
Revision bars were not used because of the insignificant nature 
of these changes.
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Aeronautical Information Manual (AIM)
Code of Federal Regulations and Advisory 
Circulars
* * * * *
Advisory Circulars—The FAA issues Advisory Circulars (AC) to 
inform the aviation public in a systematic way of nonregulatory 
material. Unless incorporated into a regulation by reference, the 
contents of an advisory circular are not binding on the public. Ad-
visory Circulars are issued in a numbered subject system corre-
sponding to the subject areas of the Code of Federal Regulations 
(CFR) (Title 14, Chapter 1, FAA).

Note: Current AC information can be found at: https://www.faa.
gov/regulations_policies/advisory_circulars/.

* * * * *

Chapter 1

1–1–9 Instrument Landing System (ILS)
* * * * *

k. * * *
2. * * *

(a) Weather Conditions. Official weather observation in-
cluding controller observations and pilot reports (PIREPs) indi-
cates a ceiling of less than 800 feet and/or visibility less than 2 
miles.

(1) Localizer Critical Area. Except for aircraft that land, 
exit a runway, depart, or execute a missed approach, vehicles and 
aircraft are not authorized in or over the precision approach criti-
cal area when an arriving aircraft is inside the outer marker (OM) 
or the fix used in lieu of the OM. Additionally, whenever the offi-
cial weather observation indicates a ceiling of less than 200 feet 
or RVR less than 2,000 feet, vehicles or aircraft operation are not 
authorized in or over the area when an arriving aircraft is inside 
the MM, or in the absence of a MM, 1/2 mile final.
* * * * *

1–1–17 Global Positioning System (GPS)
* * * * *

b. * * *
1. * * *

(e) * * *
(1) VFR waypoints provide VFR pilots with a supplemen-

tary tool to assist with position awareness while navigating visually 
in aircraft equipped with area navigation receivers. VFR waypoints 
should be used as a tool to supplement current navigation proce-
dures. The uses of VFR waypoints include providing navigational 
aids for pilots unfamiliar with an area, waypoint definition of exist-
ing reporting points, enhanced navigation in and around Class B 
and Class C airspace, enhanced navigation around Special Use 
Airspace, and entry points for commonly flown mountain passes.. 
VFR pilots should rely on appropriate and current aeronautical 
charts published specifically for visual navigation. If operating in a 
terminal area, pilots should take advantage of the Terminal Area 
Chart available for that area, if published. The use of VFR way-
points does not relieve the pilot of any responsibility to comply with 
the operational requirements of 14 CFR Part 91.

(2) VFR waypoint names (for computer-entry and flight 
plans) consist of five letters beginning with the letters “VP” and are 
retrievable from navigation databases. The VFR waypoint names 
are not intended to be pronounceable, and they are not for use in 
ATC communications. On VFR charts, stand-alone VFR waypoints 

will be portrayed using the same four-point star symbol used for 
IFR waypoints. VFR waypoints collocated with visual check points 
on the chart will be identified by small magenta flag symbols. VFR 
waypoints collocated with visual check points will be pronounce-
able based on the name of the visual check point and may be used 
for ATC communications. Each VFR waypoint name will appear 
in parentheses adjacent to the geographic location on the chart. 
Latitude/longitude data for all established VFR waypoints may be 
found in FAA Order JO 7350.9, Location Identifiers.
* * * * *

(7) Mountain pass entry points are marked for conve-
nience to assist pilots with flight planning and visual navigation. 
Do not attempt to fly a mountain pass directly from VFR waypoint 
to VFR waypoint—they do not create a path through the mountain 
pass. Alternative routes are always available. It is the pilot in com-
mand’s responsibility to choose a suitable route for the intended 
flight and known conditions.

Reference: AIM ¶7-6-7, Mountain Flying.

* * * * *

Chapter 3

3–2–3 Class B Airspace
* * * * *

e. * * *

Note: Separation and sequencing of VFR aircraft will be sus-
pended in the event of a radar outage as this service is depen-
dent on radar. The pilot will be advised that the service is not avail-
able and issued wind, runway information and the time or place 
to contact the tower.

* * * * *

3–2–4 Class C Airspace
* * * * *

e. * * *
4. * * *

(c) * * *
Note 2: Pilot participation is voluntary within the outer area and 
can be discontinued, within the outer area, at the pilot’s request. 
Class C services will be provided in the outer area unless the pilot 
requests termination of the service.

Note 3: Some facilities provide Class C services only during pub-
lished hours. At other times, terminal IFR radar service will be 
provided. It is important to note that the communications and tran-
sponder/ADS-B requirements are dependent on the class of air-
space established outside of the published hours.

f. Secondary Airports
* * * * *

3–5–2 Military Training Routes
* * * * *

e. The FLIP contains charts and narrative descriptions of these 
routes. To obtain this publication contact:

 Defense Logistics Agency for Aviation
 Mapping Customer Operations (DLA AVN/QAM)
 8000 Jefferson Davis Highway
 Richmond, VA 23297-5339
 Toll free phone: 1-800-826-0342
 Commercial: 804-279-6500

MTR information from the FLIP is available for pilot briefings 
through Flight Service. (See subparagraph f below.)

https://www.faa.gov/regulations_policies/advisory_circulars/
https://www.faa.gov/regulations_policies/advisory_circulars/
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f. Availability of MTR information.
1. Pilots may obtain preflight MTR information through Flight 

Service (see paragraph 5-1-1, Preflight Preparation).
2. MTR routes are depicted on IFR En Route Low Alti-

tude Charts and VFR Sectional Charts, which are available for 
free download on the FAA website at https://www.faa.gov/air_
traffic/flight_info/aeronav/digital_products/.

g. Nonparticipating aircraft are not prohibited from flying within 
an MTR; however, extreme vigilance should be exercised when 
conducting flight through or near these routes. Pilots, while inflight, 
should contact the FSS within 100 NM of a particular MTR to ob-
tain current information or route usage in their vicinity. Information 
available includes times of scheduled activity, altitudes in use on 
each route segment, and actual route width. Route width varies 
for each MTR and can extend several miles on either side of the 
charted MTR centerline. Route width information for IFR Military 
Training Route (IR) and VFR Military Training Route (VR) MTRs is 
also available in the FLIP AP/1B along with additional MTR (slow 
routes/air refueling routes) information. When requesting MTR in-
formation, pilots should give the FSS their position, route of flight, 
and destination in order to reduce frequency congestion and per-
mit the FSS specialist to identify the MTR which could be a factor.

Chapter 4

4–1–8 Approach Control Service for VFR Arriving 
Aircraft

* * * * *
d. * * *

Note: Approach control services for VFR aircraft are normally de-
pendent on ATC radar. These services are not available during 
periods of a radar outage.

4–1–9 Traffic Advisory Practices at Airports Without 
Operating Control Towers 

* * * * *
g. * * *

4. Straight-in Landings. The FAA discourages VFR straight-
in approaches to landings due to the increased risk of a mid-air 
collision. However, if a pilot chooses to execute a straight-in ap-
proach for landing without entering the airport traffic pattern, the 
pilot should self-announce their position on the designated CTAF 
approximately 8 to 10 miles from the airport and coordinate their 
straight-in approach and landing with other airport traffic. Pilots 
executing a straight-in approach (IFR or VFR) do not have priority 
over other aircraft in the traffic pattern, and must comply with the 
provisions of 14 CFR 91.113 (g), Right-of-way rules.

5. Traffic Pattern Operations. All traffic within a 10-mile ra-
dius of a non-towered airport or a part-time-towered airport when 
the control tower is not operating, should  monitor and commu-
nicate on the designated CTAF when entering the traffic pattern. 
Pilots operating in the traffic pattern or on a straight-in approach 
must be alert at all times to other aircraft in the pattern, or con-
ducting straight-in approaches, and communicate their position 
to avoid a possible traffic conflict. In the airport traffic pattern and 
while on straight-in approaches to a runway, effective communi-
cation and a pilot’s responsibility to see-and-avoid are essential 
mitigations to avoid a possible midair collision. In addition, fol-
lowing established traffic pattern procedures eliminates excessive 
maneuvering at low altitudes, reducing the risk of loss of aircraft 
control.

Reference: FAA Advisory Circular (AC) 90-66, Non-Towered Air-
port Flight Operations.

6. Practice Approaches. Pilots conducting practice instru-
ment approaches should be particularly alert for other aircraft that 
may be departing in the opposite direction. When conducting any 
practice approach, regardless of its direction relative to other air-
port operations, pilots should make announcements on the CTAF 
as follows:

(a) Departing the final approach fix, inbound (nonprecision 
approach) or departing the outer marker or fix used in lieu of the 
outer marker, inbound (precision approach);

(b) Established on the final approach segment or immedi-
ately upon being released by ATC;

(c) Upon completion or termination of the approach; and
(d) Upon executing the missed approach procedure.

7. Departing aircraft should always be alert for arrival aircraft 
coming from the opposite direction.

8. Recommended self-announce broadcasts: It should be 
noted that aircraft operating to or from another nearby airport may 
be making self-announce broadcasts on the same UNICOM or 
MULTICOM frequency. To help identify one airport from another, 
the airport name should be spoken at the beginning and end of 
each self-announce transmission. When referring to a specific run-
way, pilots should use the runway number and not use the phrase 
“Active Runway.”
* * * * *

4–1–18 Terminal Radar Services for VFR Aircraft
* * * * *

b. * * *
6. Participating VFR aircraft will be separated from IFR and 

other participating VFR aircraft by one of the following:
* * * * *

f. ATC services for VFR aircraft participating in terminal radar 
services are dependent on ATC radar. Services for VFR aircraft 
are not available during periods of a radar outage. The pilot will be 
advised when VFR services are limited or not available.
* * * * *

4–1–20 Transponder and ADS-B Out Operation
a. * * *

1. Pilots should be aware that proper application of transpon-
der and ADS-B operating procedures will provide both VFR and 
IFR aircraft with a higher degree of safety while operating on the 
ground and airborne. Transponder/ADS-B panel designs differ; 
therefore, a pilot should be thoroughly familiar with the operation of 
their particular equipment to maximize its full potential. ADS-B Out, 
and transponders with altitude reporting mode turned ON (Mode C 
or S), substantially increase the capability of surveillance systems 
to see an aircraft. This provides air traffic controllers, as well as pi-
lots of suitably equipped aircraft (TCAS and ADS-B In), increased 
situational awareness and the ability to identify potential traffic 
conflicts. Even VFR pilots who are not in contact with ATC will be 
afforded greater protection from IFR aircraft and VFR aircraft that 
are receiving traffic advisories. Nevertheless, pilots should never 
relax their visual scanning for other aircraft, and should include the 
ADS-B In display (if equipped) in their normal traffic scan.
* * * * *

4–4–11 IFR Separation Standards
* * * * *

c. * * *

Note: Certain separation standards may be increased in the termi-
nal environment due to radar outages or other technical reasons.

https://www.faa.gov/air_traffic/flight_info/aeronav/digital_products/
https://www.faa.gov/air_traffic/flight_info/aeronav/digital_products/
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4–4–15 Use of Visual Clearing Procedures and 
Scanning Techniques

* * * * *
g. Scanning Techniques for Traffic Avoidance.

1. Pilots must be aware of the limitations inherent in the visual 
scanning process. These limitations may include:

(a) Reduced scan frequency due to concentration on flight 
instruments or tablets and distraction with passengers.

(b) Blind spots related to high-wing and low-wing aircraft in 
addition to windshield posts and sun visors.

(c) Prevailing weather conditions including reduced visibility 
and the position of the sun.

(d) The attitude of the aircraft will create additional blind 
spots.

(e) The physical limitations of the human eye, including the 
time required to (re)focus on near and far objects, from the instru-
ments to the horizon for example; empty field myopia, narrow field 
of vision and atmospheric lighting all affect our ability to detect 
another aircraft.

2. Best practices to see and avoid:
(a) ADS-B In is an effective system to help pilots see and 

avoid other aircraft. If your aircraft is equipped with ADS-B In, it 
is important to understand its features and how to use it properly. 
Many units provide visual and/or audio alerts to supplement the 
system’s traffic display. Pilots should incorporate the traffic display 
in their normal traffic scan to provide awareness of nearby aircraft. 
Prior to taxiing onto an airport movement area, ADS-B In can pro-
vide advance indication of arriving aircraft and aircraft in the traf-
fic pattern. Systems that incorporate a traffic-alerting feature can 
help minimize the pilot’s inclination to fixate on the display. Refer 
to 4-5-7e, ADS-B Limitations.

(b) Understand the limitations of ADS-B In. In certain air-
space, not all aircraft will be equipped with ADS-B Out or transpon-
ders and will not be visible on your ADS-B In display.

(c) Limit the amount of time that you focus on flight instru-
ments or tablets.

(d) Develop a strategic approach to scanning for traffic. Scan 
the entire sky and try not to focus straight ahead.

4–5–1 Radar
* * * * *

b. * * *
1. * * *

(g) With regard to air traffic radar reception, wind turbines 
generally do not affect the quality of air traffic surveillance radar 
returns for transponder and ADS-B Out equipped aircraft. Air traf-
fic  interference issues apply to the search radar and Non-Tran-
sponder/Non-ADS-B Out equipped aircraft.

Note: Generally, one or two wind turbines don’t present a signifi-
cant radar reception loss. A rule of thumb is three (3) or more tur-
bines constitute a wind turbine farm and thus negatively affect the 
search radar product.

(1) Detection loss in the area of a wind turbine farm is sub-
stantial. In extreme circumstances, this can extend for more than 
1.0 nautical mile (NM) horizontally around the nearest turbine and 
at all altitudes above the wind turbine farm. (See Figure 4-5-2.)

TOPOGRAPHIC

VIEW

PROFILE

VIEW

Potential Interference 
Non-Transponder & 

Non-ADS-B Out Aircraft

10,000' MSL 
Transponder w/ 

Mode C Required

Potential Interference 
Non-Transponder & 

Non-ADS-B Out Aircraft

To
Unlimited

FIGURE 4–5–2
Wind Turbine Farm Area of Potential 

Interference

Note: All aircraft should comply with 14 CFR §91.119(c) “…aircraft 
may not be operated closer than 500 feet to any person, vessel, 
vehicle, or structure.”

(2) To avoid interference Non-Transponder/Non-ADS-B 
Out equipped aircraft should avoid flight within 1.0 NM horizon-
tally, at all altitudes, from the wind turbine farms.

(3) Because detection loss near and above wind turbine 
farms for search-only targets causes dropped tracks, erroneous 
tracks, and can result in loss of separation, it is imperative that 
Non-Transponder/Non-ADS-B Out equipped aircraft operate at the 
proper VFR altitudes per hemispheric rule and utilize see-and-
avoid techniques.

(4) Pilots should be aware that air traffic controllers can-
not provide separation from Non-Transponder/Non-ADS-B Out 
equipped aircraft in the vicinity of wind turbine farms. See-and-
avoid is the pilot’s responsibility, as these non-equipped aircraft 
may not appear on radar and will not appear on the Traffic Infor-
mation Services–Broadcast (TIS-B).

(h) The controller’s ability to advise a pilot flying on instru-
ments or in visual conditions of the aircraft’s proximity to another 
aircraft will be limited if the unknown aircraft is not observed on ra-
dar, if no flight plan information is available, or if the volume of traf-
fic and workload prevent issuing traffic information. The controller’s 
first priority is given to establishing vertical, lateral, or longitudinal 
separation between aircraft flying IFR under the control of ATC.
* * * * *

4–5–2 Air Traffic Control Radar Beacon System 
(ATCRBS)

* * * * *
c. * * *

Note: Refer to figures with explanatory legends for an illustra-
tion of the target symbology depicted on radar scopes in the NAS 
Stage A (en route), the ARTS III (terminal) Systems, and other 
nonautomated (broadband) radar systems. (See Figures 4-5-3 
and 4-5-4.)
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FIGURE 4–5–3

LOW ALT

* * * * *
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FIGURE 4–5–4

* * * * *

4–5–3 Surveillance Radar
a. * * *

2. ARSR is a long-range radar system designed primarily to 
provide a display of aircraft locations over large areas.

b. Surveillance radars scan through 360 degrees of azimuth and 
present target information on a radar display located in a tower or 
center. This information is used independently or in conjunction 
with other navigational aids in the control of air traffic.

4–5–6 Traffic Information Service (TIS)
a. Introduction. The Traffic Information Service (TIS) provides 

information to the cockpit via data link, that is similar to VFR ra-
dar traffic advisories normally received over voice radio. Among 
the first FAA-provided data services, TIS is intended to improve 
the safety and efficiency of “see and avoid” flight through an auto-
matic display that informs the pilot of nearby traffic and potential 
conflict situations. This traffic display is intended to assist the pilot 
in visual acquisition of these aircraft. TIS employs an enhanced 
capability of the terminal Mode S radar system, which contains 
the surveillance data, as well as the data link required to “uplink” 
this information to suitably-equipped aircraft (known as a TIS “cli-
ent”). TIS provides estimated position, altitude, altitude trend, and 
ground track information for up to 8 intruder aircraft within 7 NM 
horizontally, +3,500 and -3,000 feet vertically of the client aircraft 

(see Figure 4-5-5, TIS Proximity Coverage Volume). The range of 
a target reported at a distance greater than 7 NM only indicates 
that this target will be a threat within 34 seconds and does not 
display a precise distance. TIS will alert the pilot to aircraft (under 
surveillance of the Mode S radar) that are estimated to be within 
34 seconds of potential collision, regardless of distance or altitude. 
TIS surveillance data is derived from the same radar used by ATC; 
this data is uplinked to the client aircraft on each radar scan (nomi-
nally every 5 seconds).

FIGURE 4–5–5
TIS Proximity Coverage Volume

7 NM

3,500'

3,000'
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b. Requirements
1. In order to use TIS, the client and any intruder aircraft must 

be equipped with the appropriate cockpit equipment and fly within 
the radar coverage of a Mode S radar capable of providing TIS. 
Typically, this will be within 55 NM of the sites depicted in Figure 
4-5-6, Terminal Mode S Radar Sites. ATC communication is not 

a requirement to receive TIS, although it may be required by the 
particular airspace or flight operations in which TIS is being used.

2. The cockpit equipment functionality required by a TIS cli-
ent aircraft to receive the service consists of the following (refer 
to Figure 4-5-7):

FIGURE 4–5–6
Terminal Mode S Radar Sites
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FIGURE 4–5–7
Traffic Information Service (TIS)

Avionics Block Diagram

Traffic 
Alert

5 NM

-07

+10
-05

-07

TIS Request
 message

Transponder
Antenna

Encoding 
Altimeter

MODE S DATA LINK 
TRANSPONDER

TIS Uplink
 Messages

DATA LINK 
APPLICATIONS 
PROCESSOR

* NOTE: In addition to the 
graphical display example 
shown here, the TIS data 
can be delivered via textual 
display or synthetic voice.

Digital 
Heading 
(optional)

CONTROL-DISPLAY 
UNIT

* NOTE: The TIS appli-
cation may be “bundled” 
with other data link appli-
cations, using the same 
processor/display as TIS.

Sample TIS 
Data Block

* * * * *
4. TIS will initially be provided by the terminal Mode S systems 

that are paired with ASR-9 digital primary radars. These systems 
are in locations with the greatest traffic densities, thus will provide 
the greatest initial benefit. The remaining terminal Mode S sen-
sors, which are paired with ASR-7 or ASR-8 analog primary ra-
dars, will provide TIS pending modification or relocation of these 
sites. See Figure 4-5-6, Terminal Mode S Radar Sites, for site 
locations. There is no mechanism in place, such as NOTAMs, to 
provide status update on individual radar sites since TIS is a non-
essential, supplemental information service.
* * * * *

c. * * *
5. Depending on avionics system design, TIS may be pre-

sented to the pilot in a variety of different displays, including text 
and/or graphics. Voice annunciation may also be used, either 
alone or in combination with a visual display. Figure 4-5-7, Traffic 
Information Service (TIS), Avionics Block Diagram, shows an ex-
ample of a TIS display using symbology similar to the Traffic Alert 
and Collision Avoidance System (TCAS) installed on most passen-
ger air carrier/commuter aircraft in the U.S. The small symbol in 
the center represents the client aircraft and the display is oriented 
“track up,” with the 12 o’clock position at the top. The range rings 
indicate 2 and 5 NM. Each intruder is depicted by a symbol posi-
tioned at the approximate relative bearing and range from the cli-
ent aircraft. The circular symbol near the center indicates an “alert” 
intruder and the diamond symbols indicate “proximate” intruders.

6. The inset in the lower right corner of Figure 4-5-7, Traffic 
Information Service (TIS), Avionics Block Diagram, shows a pos-
sible TIS data block display. The following information is contained 
in this data block:
* * * * *

d. * * *
2. * * *

(b) TIS Client Altitude Reporting Requirement. Altitude 
reporting is required by the TIS client aircraft in order to receive 
TIS. If the altitude encoder is inoperative or disabled, TIS will be 
unavailable, as TIS requests will not be honored by the ground 
system. As such, TIS requires altitude reporting to determine the 
Proximity Coverage Volume as indicated in Figure 4-5-5. TIS us-
ers must be alert to altitude encoder malfunctions, as TIS has no 
mechanism to determine if client altitude reporting is correct. A 
failure of this nature will cause erroneous and possibly unpredict-
able TIS operation. If this malfunction is suspected, confirmation 
of altitude reporting with ATC is suggested.
* * * * *

(d) * * *
(1) TIS will typically be provided within 55 NM of the radars 

depicted in Figure 4-5-6, Terminal Mode S Radar Sites. This maxi-
mum range can vary by radar site and is always subject to “line of 
sight” limitations; the radar and data link signals will be blocked by 
obstructions, terrain, and curvature of the earth.

e. * * *
1. * * *

Note: TIS operates at only those terminal Mode S radar sites de-
picted in Figure 4-5-6. Though similar in some ways, TIS is not 
related to TIS-B (Traffic Information Service–Broadcast).

4–5–7 Automatic Dependent Surveillance–Broadcast 
(ADS-B) Services
a. * * *

1. Automatic Dependent Surveillance–Broadcast (ADS-B) is a 
surveillance technology deployed throughout the NAS (see Figure 
4-5-8). The ADS-B system is composed of aircraft avionics and a 
ground infrastructure. Onboard avionics determine the position of 
the aircraft by using the GNSS and transmit its position along with 
additional information about the aircraft to ground stations for use 
by ATC and other ADS-B services. This information is transmit-
ted at a rate of approximately once per second. (See Figure 4-5-9 
and Figure 4-5-10.)
* * * * *
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FIGURE 4–5–8
ADS-B, TIS-B, and FIS-B: Broadcast Services Architecture
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FIGURE 4–5–10
Terminal – ADS-B/ADS-R/ TIS-B/FIS-B Service Ceilings/Floors
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* * * * *

4–5–8 Traffic Information Service–Broadcast (TIS-B)
a.* * *

TIS-B is the broadcast of ATC derived traffic information to ADS-
B equipped (1090ES or UAT) aircraft from ground radio stations. 
The source of this traffic information is derived from ground-based 
air traffic surveillance sensors. TIS-B service will be available 
throughout the NAS where there are both adequate surveillance 
coverage from ground sensors and adequate broadcast coverage 
from ADS-B ground radio stations. The quality level of traffic in-
formation provided by TIS-B is dependent upon the number and 
type of ground sensors available as TIS-B sources and the timeli-
ness of the reported data. (See Figure 4-5-9 and Figure 4-5-10.)
* * * * *

4–5–9 Flight Information Service–Broadcast (FIS-B)
a.* * *

FIS-B is a ground broadcast service provided through the ADS-B 
Services network over the 978 MHz UAT data link. The FAA FIS-B 
system provides pilots and flight crews of properly equipped air-
craft with a cockpit display of certain aviation weather and aero-
nautical information. FIS-B reception is line-of-sight within the ser-
vice volume of the ground infrastructure. (See Figure 4-5-9 and 
Figure 4-5-10.)
* * * * *

4–5–10 Automatic Dependent Surveillance–
Rebroadcast (ADS-R)
a.* * *

ADS-R is a datalink translation function of the ADS-B ground sys-
tem required to accommodate the two separate operating fre-
quencies (978 MHz and 1090 ES). The ADS-B system receives 
the ADS-B messages transmitted on one frequency and ADS-R 
translates and reformats the information for rebroadcast and use 
on the other frequency. This allows ADS-B In equipped aircraft to 
see nearby ADS-B Out traffic regardless of the operating link of 
the other aircraft. Aircraft operating on the same ADS-B frequency 
exchange information directly and do not require the ADS-R trans-
lation function. (See Figure 4-5-9 and Figure 4-5-10.)
* * * * *

4–7–1 Introduction and General Policies
* * * * *

e. Useful information for flight planning and operations over 
the Gulf of Mexico, under this 50 NM lateral separation policy, 
as well as information on how to obtain RNP 10 or RNP 4 autho-
rization, can be found in the West Atlantic, Gulf of Mexico, and 
Caribbean Resource Guide for U.S. Operators located at: https://
www.faa.gov/headquartersoffices/avs/wat-gomex-and-caribbean-
resource-guide.
* * * * *

Chapter 5

5–4–5 Instrument Approach Procedure (IAP) Charts
* * * * *

b. * * *
5. Altitude restrictions depicted at stepdown fixes within the 

final approach segment are applicable only when flying a Non-Pre-
cision Approach to a straight-in or circling line of minima identified 
as an MDA (H). These altitude restrictions may be annotated with 
a note “LOC only” or “LNAV only.” Stepdown fix altitude restrictions 
within the final approach segment do not apply to pilots using Pre-
cision Approach (ILS) or Approach with Vertical Guidance (LPV, 
LNAV/VNAV) lines of minima identified as a DA(H), since obstacle 
clearance on these approaches is based on the aircraft following 
the applicable vertical guidance. Pilots are responsible for adher-
ence to stepdown fix altitude restrictions when outside the final ap-
proach segment (i.e., initial or intermediate segment), regardless 
of which type of procedure the pilot is flying. (See Figure 5-4-1.)
* * * * *

https://www.faa.gov/headquartersoffices/avs/wat-gomex-and-caribbean-resource-guide
https://www.faa.gov/headquartersoffices/avs/wat-gomex-and-caribbean-resource-guide
https://www.faa.gov/headquartersoffices/avs/wat-gomex-and-caribbean-resource-guide
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d. * * *
6. * * *

FIGURE 5–4–6
RNAV (GPS) Approach Chart
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5–4–9 Procedure Turn and Hold-in-lieu of Procedure Turn
a. * * *

2. * * *

FIGURE 5–4–17

* * * * *

5–4–11 Radar Approaches
* * * * *

c. * * *
2. * * *

Note: The published MDA for straight-in approaches will be is-
sued to the pilot before beginning descent. When a surveillance 
approach will terminate in a circle-to-land maneuver, the pilot must 
furnish the aircraft approach category to the controller. The con-
troller will then provide the pilot with the appropriate MDA.

* * * * *

5–4–23 Visual Approach
* * * * *

d. Clearance for Visual Approach. At locations with an oper-
ating control tower, ATC will issue approach clearances that will 
include an assigned runway. At locations without an operating con-
trol tower or where a part-time tower is closed, ATC will issue a 
visual approach clearance to the airport only.

e. Separation Responsibilities. If the pilot has the airport in 
sight but cannot see the aircraft to be followed, ATC may clear the 
aircraft for a visual approach; however, ATC retains both separa-
tion and wake vortex separation responsibility. When visually fol-
lowing a preceding aircraft, acceptance of the visual approach 
clearance constitutes acceptance of pilot responsibility for main-
taining a safe approach interval and adequate wake turbulence 
separation.

f. A visual approach is not an IAP and therefore has no missed 
approach segment. If a go-around is necessary for any reason, air-
craft operating at controlled airports will be issued an appropriate 
clearance or instruction by the tower to enter the traffic pattern for 
landing or proceed as otherwise instructed. In either case, the pilot 
is responsible to maintain terrain and obstruction avoidance until 
reaching an ATC assigned altitude if issued, and ATC will provide 
approved separation or visual separation from other IFR aircraft. 
At uncontrolled airports, aircraft are expected to remain clear of 
clouds and complete a landing as soon as possible. If a landing 
cannot be accomplished, the aircraft is expected to remain clear 

of clouds and contact ATC as soon as possible for further clear-
ance. Separation from other IFR aircraft will be maintained under 
these circumstances.

g. Visual approaches reduce pilot/controller workload and ex-
pedite traffic by shortening flight paths to the airport. It is the pi-
lot’s responsibility to advise ATC as soon as possible if a visual 
approach is not desired.

h. Authorization to conduct a visual approach is an IFR authori-
zation and does not alter IFR flight plan cancellation responsibility.
* * * * *

i. Radar service is automatically terminated, without advising 
the pilot, when the aircraft is instructed to change to advisory fre-
quency.

5–5–11 Visual Approach
a. * * *

6. In the event of a go-around, the pilot is responsible to main-
tain terrain and obstruction avoidance until reaching an ATC as-
signed altitude if issued.

7. Be aware that radar service is automatically terminated, 
without being advised by ATC, when the pilot is instructed to 
change to advisory frequency.

8. Be aware that there may be other traffic in the traffic pattern 
and the landing sequence may differ from the traffic sequence as-
signed by approach control or ARTCC.
* * * * *

5–6–6 Civil Aircraft Operations Within U.S. Territorial 
Airspace

* * * * *
c. * * *

5. Aircraft not registered in the U.S. must operate under an 
approved Transportation Security Administration (TSA) aviation 
security program (see paragraph 5-6-10 for TSA aviation security 
program information) or in accordance with an FAA/TSA airspace 
waiver (see paragraph 5-6-9 for FAA/TSA airspace waiver infor-
mation), except as authorized in 5-6-6c7 below;
* * * * *
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7. Aircraft not registered in the U.S., when conducting post-
maintenance, manufacturer, production, or acceptance flight test 
operations, are exempt from the requirements in 5-6-6c5 above if 
all of the following requirements are met:
* * * * *

Chapter 7

7–1–4 Graphical Forecasts for Aviation (GFA)
* * * * *

b. * * *
2. * * *

(d) Pilot Weather Report (PIREP)
* * * * *

7–1–10 Weather Observing Programs
* * * * *

d. * * *
3. * * *

(c) * * *

Note: Wind direction is reported relative to magnetic north in ATIS 
as well as ASOS and AWOS radio (voice) broadcasts.

* * * * *

7–3–6 Examples for Calculating Altitude Corrections 
on CTAs

* * * * *
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7–6–7 Mountain Flying
* * * * *

f. Navigating in confined terrain when flying through mountain 
passes can be challenging. For high-traffic mountain passes, 
VFR checkpoints may be provided on VFR navigation charts to 
increase situational awareness by indicating key landmarks inside 
confined terrain. A collocated VFR waypoint and checkpoint may 
be provided to assist with identifying natural entry points for com-
monly flown mountain passes. Pilots should reference the name 
of the charted VFR checkpoint, wherever possible, when making 

position reports on CTAF frequencies to reduce the risk of midair 
collisions. Pilots should evaluate the terrain along the route they 
intend to fly with respect to their aircraft type and performance 
capabilities, local weather, and their experience level to avoid fly-
ing into confined areas without adequate room to execute a 180 
degree turn, should conditions require. Always fly with a planned 
escape route in mind.

Reference: AIM, ¶1-1-17, Global Positioning System (GPS).

* * * * *

Appendix 4: FAA Form 7233-4—International Flight Plan
* * * * *

d. * * *
4. * * *

(b) * * *

Table 4–4
item 18 nAV/, Com/, dAt/, And SUr/ CApAbilitieS USed by FAA

Item Purpose Entry Explanation
NAV/ entries 
used by 
FAA

Radius to Fix 
(RF) capability

Z1 RNP-capable flight is authorized for Radius to Fix 
operations.

Fixed Radius 
Transitions 
(FRT)

Z2 RNP-capable flight is authorized for Fixed Radius 
Transitions.

Time of Arrival 
Control (TOAC)

Z5 RNP-capable flight is authorized for Time of 
Arrival Control.

Advanced RNP 
(A-RNP)

P1 Flight is authorized for A-RNP operations.

Helicopter RNP 
0.3

R1 Flight is authorized for RNP 0.3 operations 
(pertains to helicopters only).

RNP 2 
Continental

M1 Flight is authorized for RNP 2 continental 
operations.

RNP 2 Oceanic/
Remote

M2 Flight is authorized for RNP 2 oceanic/remote 
operations.

COM/ 
entries used 
by FAA

N/A N/A The FAA currently does not use any entries in 
COM/.

DAT/ entries 
used by 
FAA

Capability and 
preference 
for delivery of 
pre-departure 
clearance

Priority 
number 
followed by:
• FANS
• FANSP
• PDC
• VOICE

Entries are combined with a priority number, for 
example; 1FANS2PDC means a preference for 
departure clearance delivered via FANS 1/A; 
with capability to also receive the clearance via 
ACARS PDC.
FANS = FANS 1/A DCL
FANSP = FANS 1/A+ DCL
PDC = ACARS PDC
VOICE = PDC via voice (no automated delivery)

SUR/ 
entries used 
by FAA

Req. 
Surveillance 
Performance

RSP180 Aircraft is authorized for Required Surveillance 
Performance RSP180

RSP400 Aircraft is authorized for Required Surveillance 
Performance RSP400

ADS-B 260B Aircraft has 1090 MHz Extended Squitter ADS-B 
compliant with RTCA DO-260B (complies with 
FAA requirements)

282B Aircraft has 978 MHz UAT ADS-B compliant with 
RTCA DO-282B (complies with FAA requirements)

Note 1: Other entries in NAV/, COM/, DAT/, and SUR/ are permitted for international flights 
when instructed by other service providers. Direction on use of these capabilities by the 
FAA is detailed in the following sections.

Note 2: In NAV/, descriptors for advanced capabilities (Z1, P1, R1, M1, and M2) should be 
entered as a single character string with no intervening spaces, and separated from any 
other entries in NAV/ by a space.

Example: NAV/Z1P1M2 SBAS

* * * * *
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6. * * *

Table 4–13
Filing For perFormAnCe bASed nAVigAtion (pbn) roUteS

Type of Routing Capability 
Required Item 10a

Item 18 
PBN/See 
NOTE 2

Item 18 
NAV/See 
NOTE 3

Notes

RNAV SID or 
STAR (See NOTE 
1)

RNAV 1
GR D2 If GNSS

DIR D4 If DME/DME/IRU

RNP SID or STAR 
(See NOTE 2)

RNP 1
GNSS GR O2 If GNSS only

RNP 1
GNSS DGIR O1

If GNSS primary 
and DME/DME/IRU 
backup

RNP SID or STAR 
with RF required 
(See NOTE 2)

RNP 1
GNSS GRZ O2 Z1 If GNSS only

RNP 1
GNSS DGIRZ O1 Z1

If GNSS primary 
and DME/DME/IRU 
backup

Domestic Q-Route 
(see separate 
requirements for 
Gulf of Mexico 
Q-Routes)

RNAV 2

GR C2 If GNSS

DIR C4 If DME/DME/IRU

T−Route RNAV 2 GR C2 GNSS is required for 
T-Routes

RNAV (GPS) 
Approach

RNP 
Approach, 
GPS

GR S1

Domestic arrivals do 
not need to file PBN 
approach capabilities 
to request the 
approach.

RNAV (GPS) 
Approach

RNP 
Approach, 
GPS Baro−
VNAV

GR S2

RNAV (GPS) 
Approach with RF 
required

RNP 
Approach, 
GPS RF 
Capability

GRZ S2 Z1

RNP AR Approach 
with RF

RNP (Special 
Authorization 
Required) 
RF Leg 
Capability

GR T1

RNP AR Approach 
without RF

RNP (Special 
Authorization 
Required)

GR T2

Note 1: If the flight is requesting an RNAV SID only (no RNAV STAR) or RNAV STAR only 
(no RNAV SID) then consult guidance on the FAA website at https://www.faa.gov/about/
office_org/headquarters_offices/ato/service_units/air_traffic_services/flight_plan_filing.

Note 2: PBN descriptor D1 includes the capabilities of D2, D3, and D4. PBN descriptor B1 
includes the capabilities of B2, B3, B4, and B5. PBN descriptor C1 includes the capabili-
ties of C2, C3, and C4.

Note 3: In NAV/, descriptors for advanced capabilities (Z1, P1, R1, M1, and M2) should be 
entered as a single character string with no intervening spaces, and separated from any 
other entries in NAV/ by a space.

Example: NAV/Z1P1M2 SBAS

* * * * *
9. Eligibility for Reduced Oceanic Separation. Indicate eligibility for the listed reduced 

separation minima as indicated in the tables below. Full Operational Requirements for these 
services are found in the U.S. Aeronautical Information Publication (AIP) ENR 7, Oceanic 
Operations, available at http://www.faa.gov/air_traffic/publications/atpubs/aip_html/index.
html.
* * * * *

https://www.faa.gov/about/office_org/headquarters_offices/ato/service_units/air_traffic_services/flight_plan_filing
https://www.faa.gov/about/office_org/headquarters_offices/ato/service_units/air_traffic_services/flight_plan_filing
http://www.faa.gov/air_traffic/publications/atpubs/aip_html/index.html
http://www.faa.gov/air_traffic/publications/atpubs/aip_html/index.html
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Table 4–17
Filing For redUCed oCeAniC SepArAtion when rSp/rCp reqUired on mArCh 29, 2018

Dimension 
of 

Separation

Separation 
Minima

RSP Re-
quirement

RCP Re-
quirement 

PBN Re-
quirement 

Flight Plan Entries

RSP in 
Item 18 
SUR/

RCP 
in Item 

10a

CDPLC in 
Item 10a

PBN in 
Item 18 
PBN/

(also File 
“R” in 

Item 10a)

PBN in 
Item 18 

NAV/

Lateral
55.5 km

30 NM
180 240

RNP 2 or

RNP 4
RSP180 P2

J5, and/or 

J6, and/or 

J7

L1

Performance-

based 

Longitudinal

5 Minutes 180 240

RNAV 10 

(RNP 10) 

RNP 4, 

or RNP 2 

oceanic/

remote

RSP180 P2

J5, and/or 

J6, and/or 

J7

A1 or L1 M2

Performance-

based 

Longitudinal

55.5 km

30 NM
180 240

RNP 4 or 

RNP 2 

oceanic/

remote

RSP180 P2

J5, and/or 

J6, and/or 

J7

L1 M2

Performance-

based 

Longitudinal

93 km

50 NM
180 240

RNAV 10 

(RNP 10) or 

RNP 4

RSP180 P2

J5, and/or 

J6, and/or 

J7

A1 or L1  

Note 1: Filing of RNP 2 alone is not supported in FAA controlled airspace; PBN/L1 (for RNP 
4) or PBN/A1 (for RNP 10) must be filed to obtain the indicated separation.

Note 2: Use of “RNP 2” in NAV/ signifies continental RNP 2 (and means the same as M1). 
Continental RNP 2 is not adequate for reduced oceanic separation. Descriptor M2 indicates 
RNP 2 global/oceanic RNP 2 capability.

* * * * *


